Essentials To Take You From Sea To Shore
(NAPSA)—The key to escaping
on a summer weekend getaway is
packing easy, versatile clothes
that will take you from sea to
shore. As the temperature rises,
pack lightly and tote only essential items to keep you looking and
feeling cool. From mix-n-match
swimwear and board shorts to
Capris and cargo shorts, here’s a
list of items to bag according to
fashion experts.
Essentials for Women
• Mix-n-match Swimwear—
Don’t stress about which swimsuit
to pack. Mix and match swim tops
and bottoms to show off summer’s
laid-back sensibility. Have a little
fun and pair solids with stripes or
floral patterns with plaids.
• Board Shorts—Hit the beach
in style wearing board shorts for
women in sporty stripes or sunkissed solids. Made of fast-drying
cotton/nylon, they are practical
and comfortable to wear in or out
of the water.
• Capris—Capris, in casual
denim, fresh plaids, or solids are
perfect for dressing up or down.
Pair with a sexy stretch halter, like
the AE Striped Halter from American Eagle Outfitters, when going
out or a cool Graphic T when playing Frisbee on the beach.
• Accessories—Tote all beach
essentials like sunscreen and sunglasses in the AE Batik Tote,
which comes in sun-kissed hues
like soleil, urchin, fatigue, and
lagoon. Toss in a towel or AE
Straw Beach Mat that rolls up,
making it easy to carry.
Essentials for Men
• Board shorts—Knee-length
board shorts in Hawaiian-inspired
hibiscus prints or bright solids
sport cool details like draw-cords,
Velcro closures, and mesh lining
for comfort and style. Made of

Making Heads Or Tails
Of Loose Change
(NAPSA)—We all have it.
Loose change. It accumulates in
our pockets, purses, dresser drawers, between sofa cushions, and in
coin jars.

Packing for a summer getaway is easier than ever with
today’s versatile essentials.
modern fabrications, they dry
quickly and barely wrinkle when
packed!
• Cargo Shorts—Cargo shorts
include functional features like
large pockets and adjustable side
tabs ideal for storing all your
gear when enjoying rugged outdoor activities like hiking and
biking.
• Tanks and Graphic T’s—Athletic and surf-inspired graphic T’s
are a summer staple, while tanks,
like AE’s Athletic Tank, show off
all your hard work at the gym.
Wear them solo with a pair of
cargo shorts or on cool summer
nights, layer under a plaid buttondown shirt.
• Accessories—Vintage leather
belts, like the AE Braided Grommet Belt, and wood beaded necklaces are great additions to complement summer outfits. Pack
bright baseball caps and visors to
help protect you from harmful UV
rays.
For a free catalog or to find a
nearby American Eagle Outfitters
store, call 888-AEAGLE-5. You
can also purchase AE clothes and
accessories at ae.com.

Stay Healthy and Enjoy Your Fun in the Sun
Proper Hand Hygiene is Key
(NAPSA)—Don’t let the sunshine and warm weather stop you
from protecting yourself and your
family against germs. Health
experts estimate that 80 percent of
infectious diseases are spread by
hand contact. When more of us are
outside longer, proper hand
hygiene is key to staying healthy.
Being outside while it is warm
means you’re in contact with more
people and more germs in places
like playgrounds, rest stops, bathrooms, amusement parks, campsites and the beach. In fact,
researchers at the University of
Arizona have found that playground surfaces were contaminated with higher levels of filth
than public bathroom surfaces.
“For some reason, people tend
to harbor a false sense of security
while outdoors when it comes to
germs,” said Charles Gerba, MD,
University of Arizona. “If they
really thought about it, though,
they would realize that indoor
surfaces are usually cleaned—at
least every so often. Many outdoor
surfaces aren’t.”
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention says that hand
hygiene is the single most important way to prevent the spread of

infection. However, when you are
on-the-go and outdoors, it’s not
always convenient or possible to
run to a sink and wash your
hands. In fact, 40 percent of the
time when consumers should clean
their hands, soap and water are
not available. There is an easy
way to get rid of the germs that
may make you sick: carry a bottle
of instant hand sanitizer.
Alcohol-based instant hand
sanitizers, like PURELL©, kill 99.99
percent of germs that may cause
illness in as little as 15 seconds,
without water. Hand sanitizers
are just as effective as soap and
water and they are gentler on the
hands. Health care and food service industries have used PURELL
for over 15 years to supplement
employee hand washing.
For more information, visit
www.healthyhandsusa.com.

Consumers can now go online
to calculate the value of jars of
change.
In fact, the latest estimates
indicate that $10.5 billion in
change is sitting idle in American
homes—that’s nearly $100 per
household.
To help consumers gauge how
much money they might have, a
coin counting company called
Coinstar has added a feature to
its Web site (www.coinstar.com) to
help consumers estimate the
value of their change based on the
size of their container and an
average coin mix. For example, a
16 ounce coin jar contains an estimated value of $20.12 in coins.
Once you have an idea of how
much you have, you’ll likely want
to cash it in. An easy way to do so
is to take your change with you on
your next trip to the supermarket,
where Coinstar’s high-speed coin
counting machines can count up
your stash and print out a
voucher good for cash or groceries.
The machines charge an 8.9 percent service fee, but the time you
save is well worth it.
For locations near you, call 1800-928-CASH or visit www.find
coinstar.com.

Seafood: Simply, The Perfect Food
by Sara Ann Harris,
Louisiana Seafood Board
(NAPSA)—Making food selections during your weekly grocerystore run can be confusing these
days. Is it a healthy choice? Is it
low in calories? Low in saturated
fat? Low in cholesterol? High in
omega-3’s? What’s a concerned
shopper to do?
Good news! There are foods that
meet all of these criteria. Perfect
foods. Guilt-free foods that make
grocery shopping a snap. Seafood
is a perfect food. Fish and shellfish
are superb high-protein foods.
Healthy? Yes. Low in calories? Yes.
Low in saturated fat? Yes. Low in
cholesterol? Yes, almost all of
them. High in omega-3’s? Yes. Yes.
Yes. Plus, seafood is easy on your
system, easy to digest.
If you’re among the growing
number of consumers who also
wonder if the product is environmentally friendly, you don’t just
want seafood, you want Louisiana
seafood. According to the most
current available fishery science,
harvesting Louisiana seafood is no
threat to other aquatic critters or
to the seafood species themselves.
The tuna are dolphin-safe. The
shrimp are turtle-safe. And
whether it’s red swamp crawfish,
down-home catfish, blue crabs,
plump oysters, or jumbo shrimp,
Louisiana’s wild stocks are alive
and well. In science parlance,
these are all sustainable fisheries.
None of these Louisiana seafood
stocks is in danger of being overfished. That is to say, Louisiana
commercial fishing has been regulated for a century and today the
seafood stocks are still reproducing up to scientific standards.
In the most recent report to the
Louisiana Legislature on the status of coastal fish like black drum,
southern flounder and sheepshead, fisheries scientists concluded these are also sustainable.
In the latest National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) report
to Congress on sustainable fisheries, Louisiana’s deep-bluewater
fish also did quite well. So, you
can take your pick of Gulf-of-Mexico yellowedge grouper, wahoo,
lane snapper, swordfish, yellowfin

Louisiana seafood: nutritious,
environmentally friendly, and
great-tasting.
tuna, shark, or mahi-mahi and
enjoy your dinner, guilt-free.
Although news articles sometimes report that globally our
oceans are overfished, what they
don’t always explain is that fisheries science never deals in such
broad strokes. Scientists are very
clear that fish and shellfish numbers (which depend on local environmental conditions and varied
fishing pressures) can only be estimated locally.
What sets Louisiana apart is a
massive band of coastal wetlands,
home to the most expansive estuary on the continent. It naturally
supports a diversity of aquatic life
found nowhere else in North
America. NMFS data ranks Louisiana as the country’s top producer of shrimp, oysters and crawfish and the number three
producer of crabs, for example.
Now, for a more traditional
question, because some things
never change. According to food
market researchers, what shoppers really want to know is: does
it taste good? And, frankly,
Louisiana seafood’s longstanding
reputation for exquisite flavor
speaks for itself.
Nutritious, environmentally
friendly, great-tasting. Louisiana
seafood. It’s simply the perfect
food.
Start with the Main Ingredient,
Louisiana Seafood. For recipes,
visit www.louisianaseafood.com.

***
Excess on occasion is exhilarating. It prevents moderation
from acquiring the deadening
effect of a habit.
—W. Somerset Maugham
***

***
A group becomes a team when
each member is sure enough of
himself and his contribution to
praise the skills of the others.
—Norman Shidle
***

***
Never spend your money before
you have it.
—Thomas Jefferson
***
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(NAPSA)—Besides providing
affordable mortgage products
through lenders, Fannie Mae also
partners with local non-profit
organizations to provide counseling for first-time homebuyers.
Without counseling, first-time
homebuyers—especially those
with less than ideal credit—may
wind up paying a significantly
higher interest rate for their mortgage. For more information about
Fannie Mae’s affordable mortgage
products, and a list of nonprofit
organizations and lenders in your
area, call 1-800-7-FANNIE (1-800732-6643) or www.fanniemae.com.
There’s a wealth of information
available for do-it-yourselfers,
including a free magazine called
Wood Beautiful ®. Presented b y
M i n w a x ®, t h i s y e a r ’ s 1 0 th
anniversary issue is full of tips,
ideas and information to inspire
and encourage do-it-yourself
woodworking enthusiasts and
home decorators. You can obtain a
free copy of Wood Beautiful by
stopping by a participating Min-

wax retailer, visiting minwax.com
or by writing to Wood Beautiful
Offer, P.O. Box 2027, Grand
Rapids, MN 55745-2027.
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is
not the result of over activity or
“wear and tear” of the joints that
is often associated with the more
familiar
arthritis
called
osteoarthritis. Though RA does
affect the joints, it also causes
additional signs and symptoms
that can often go unrecognized as
RA, such as fatigue, morning stiffness, joint pain and inflammation. If you have RA or would like
more information for family members or friends, visit www.raaccess.com or call 1-888-373-3700.

